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Chair’s Message
by Bruce Hayes

project we are embarking on is to use her fund to
pay our graduate students to provide free tutoring
for students in TRIO, a program at KU that provides
support for economically disadvantaged and first-

I must start my message

generation college students. I am hopeful that this

this year on a note of loss.

can become a meaningful, impactful project.

In my last chair’s message, I
mentioned that our colleague

Antje’s farewell gift

French Immersion Day

have reached the fifth and final year of my contract

accepted a position at the

as chair. Because everything is so much fun right

University of British Columbia.

now (I write that with a heavy dose of sarcasm), I

While we wish her well, we

have decided to take on another term. The reality is

miss her. As Tom Booker

that I work with some pretty great people and their

indicated in last year’s update, he has begun phased

support for me has made everything the job requires

retirement and will be retiring at the end of 2022.

so much more bearable. It’s so much easier to take

Tom has been at KU for a very long time, a stalwart

on mundane or difficult tasks when you receive

presence in the department. Recently we held

encouragement and support from the people you

a virtual retirement party for Mary Hammond, a

work with. I am very fortunate in that regard.

dedicated lecturer in Italian. Finally, our colleague

Mary Hammond’s retirement

Department Happy Hour

department and the Humanities program, is retiring

So let me try to find the positive this holiday season.

Tables and French and Italian Club activities. Given

at the end of the year. We wish Diane and Mary well

Despite struggles, our department is managing

the limitations we are dealing with, I feel like we have

and thank them for all the ways they have had a

to move forward. As I mentioned in my summer

doubled our efforts to help students.

positive influence on the students they have taught

message, we were able to put on several events,

and mentored.

including an impressive Fellini festival and another

Diane Fourny, after an illustrious career in both our

In the past, probably my favorite part of putting
together the newsletter was reaching out to
students to do our Postcards from France and Italy.
For obvious reasons, we (mostly) do not have that
section this year. Missed opportunities to study
abroad have had and will continue to have negative
consequences for both our department and our
students. To finish with this litany of loss, two of our
colleagues have lost parents in the past month. As is
the case for many, many people, 2020 has not been
my favorite year. It is certainly a year we will not soon
forget.
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Normally, this would be my last chair’s message, as I

Antje Ziethen recently

successful French Immersion Day before the
pandemic hit. Once it did, we were able to move
online and most of our teaching has been online
since then. We even managed to have the occasional
happy hour on Zoom. The buzzword of the year
is “pivot.” Lots and lots of pivoting this year. I also
dubbed this summer the “Summer of Spreadsheets,”
as we tried to figure out how to make teaching work
in the fall with social distancing protocols. We have
all become at least somewhat proficient with Zoom
and other online tools. We have also managed to
host virtually (and even once in person!) different
extracurricular events, such as our French and Italian

I greatly appreciate hearing from our alums. As
teachers, we all love getting to hear from former
students. Thank you for the different ways you
show your support for our department. These are
tough times indeed and sometimes it feels like our

This summer I was contacted by Jim McCalla, who

little department is under siege, with dropping

was a student at KU “back in the day.” (I always enjoy

enrollments and seemingly endless budget cuts. Still,

getting to talk to older alums to hear their stories

we are a community and we are dedicated to each

about the department, KU, and Lawrence.) Jim is

other and to our students, both present and former.

setting up a fund for our department that will grow

We will get through this and whatever else comes

over time and that we may be able to use to set up

our way.

a department lecture series. When this happens, it
is my hope that we’ll be able to invite back alumni
as part of the series. Stay tuned! Generally, I have

I wish you all a happy, healthy, and peaceful holiday
season.

been touched (and surprised) that people have
continued donating to our department. One of our
donors, Betty Kagan, doubled the size of her studyabroad scholarship fund and then had the language

-Bruce Hayes, Chair

changed so that we can help students in other ways
while students are not able to study abroad. The first
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by Van Kelly

The members of the graduate
programs in French and
Francophone Studies, like
very many people in the
nation, have had a challenging
spring, summer, and fall.
Despite the rigors of the
pandemic which rerouted
most of our graduate courses and activities on
line, M.A. candidates Nima Keivani and Christophe
Yeboah completed their degrees in the spring,
including comprehensive written and oral exams
via Zoom! This fall, we welcomed an incoming
class of M.A. candidates from KU, Noah Christilles,
and from Benedictine College, Marta Fernández
Velasco. Seyram Gawu, an international student from
Ghana, was accepted into the Master’s program,
but had to defer his arrival at KU until fall 2021,
due to travel restrictions. At the Department’s
annual fall Introduction to Graduate Studies Mock
Conference—it, too, held on Zoom instead of our
usual venue at the Max Kade Center—Noah and
Marta presented research papers on Onitsha, a novel
by 2008 Nobel Prize winner and littérature monde
writer J.-M. G. Le Clézio. Discussion after the two
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presentations lasted about an hour, and Marta and

“Down the Garden-Path, Misleading Narratives in

Noah handled the audience’s questions with brio

French and Francophone Video Games and Texts,”

and panache. Ongoing second-year M.A. students

at the end of this fall semester. And last, but not

Matthew Dunn and Alexander Hansen are currently

least, we (continue to) salute Kristi Roney, KU Ph.D.

finishing their course work and their French literature

2018, who has begun her second year as Visiting

reading lists in anticipation of comprehensive

Assistant Professor of French at Washington and Lee

exams this coming spring. Mer...oops no! break

University in Virginia, and Christina Lord, KU Ph.D.

a leg, Matthew and Alexander! M.A. candidate

2019, who has done likewise as Assistant Professor at

Emily Hoy is currently in Besançon, France, where

the University of North Carolina at Wilmington.

for a second year she is our Graduate Exchange
Teacher at the Université de Franche-Comté. She
will return to Mount Oread next fall to complete
her degree. Our six current doctoral students
continue to make impressive progress. Ousmane
Lecoq Diop, Brigid Enchill, and Emily Frederich are
finishing their comprehensive examinations, prior
to starting work on their dissertations (Ousmane,
“La question des langues: navigation et traduction
culturelles multidimensionnelles, universalisme
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Message from
the Director
of Graduate
Studies

Despite the circumstances, our graduate students’
activities continue to be varied and dynamic, and
they represent us well in the university community,
nationally, and abroad. At the graduate fall
convocation in September 2021, we undoubtedly
will have many further reasons to be proud of our
students, as they further our longstanding (and
ever-growing) excellence in French and Francophone
graduate studies.

et sociolecte, sénégalité et cosmopolitisme dans

- Van Kelly,

le Sénégal d’aujourd’hui”; Brigid, “Corruption

Director of Graduate Studies

in Francophone Literature: Haiti and Western
Africa”; and Emily, “From Margins to Matter: The
Grotesque as a Centripetal Force in Rabelais and
Montaigne”). Andisheh Ghaderi, who was a recipient
of a 2020 KU Graduate Studies Summer Research
Fellowship, has finished several chapters of her
thesis, “The American Dream: Critical Perspectives
by Francophone Writers,” and Ellen Collier, also this
year’s editor of the graduate student-run academic
journal Chimères, has written and continues to write
chapters of her dissertation, “Emotional Affect in
the Poetry of Eustache Deschamps.” Clarisse Barbier
has completed and defended her dissertation,
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by Christine Bourgeois
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French
Undergraduate
Program

Meanwhile, the KU French Club has managed to
maintain an extracurricular social program both on
Zoom and in person. Aside from an online Welcome
Event organized to introduce new French students to
the program, the Club celebrated the first day of fall
with a socially distant pétanque tournament on the

At a university the size of KU,

lawn in front of Fraser, featuring music, individually-

we in FFIT pride ourselves

wrapped snacks, and, of course, a lot of hand

on providing a personalized,

sanitizer. In lieu of our traditional holiday gathering,

hands on learning experience

typically featuring large quantities of melted cheese,

to all our undergraduate

the Club’s remarkable student leadership also

majors and minors. This is not

marked the end of regular classes with a cook-along

a goal that marries naturally

on Zoom; we made croque-monsieur and green

with the exigencies of a global

salad with a traditional vinaigrette. Although none

pandemic. We miss our students terribly; we miss the

of us will be traveling to Paris this year, it was fun to

unique quality of interaction fostered by the shared

pretend that we were sitting down together at a café

space of the classroom and the ability to break bread for a quick and festive bite to eat.
together at our usual calendar of extracurricular

This year, more than ever, we can’t know exactly

activities. In spite of these temporary losses,

what the spring will bring. Although there are few

however, we continue to do what we can to keep the

advantages to being so far apart, we hope that you

French program at KU a home away from home for

will consider joining for some of our temporarily

our students, even if the notion of away from home

virtual extracurricular life; seeing your faces back, as

may be feeling unusually conceptual these days!

it were, at KU would be a silver lining to this if ever

In spite of some new challenges, for instance, the

there was one.

French Table is still going strong, thanks to the
intrepid leadership of our graduate students and
Professor Caroline Jewers. Although we are no
longer at McLain’s but on Zoom, students, faculty,
and community members, continue to be welcomed
every Tuesday evening at 5:00 PM to practice their
French and catch up with one another in a relaxed
setting.
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Italian
Undergraduate
Program

Our last touching event of the Fall semester was a
presentation by local Italian artist Laura Grimaldi,
who showed us a series of her paintings inspired

by Patrizio Ceccagnoli

by the dramatic issues related to immigration in the
Mediterranean.
Last but not least, the whole Italian Program desires

Despite the unprecedented

Italian Club

Conversation with Dacia Maraini

to salute and thank one of our beloved lectures, Mary

difficulties we are experiencing, Dr. Massimiliano Cirulli, in his first year as our new
the Italian Program has been
Language Coordinator, delivered the third annual

The new officers of the Italian Club for the AY 2020-

Hammond, who will retire at the end of 2020 after

21, Helene Bechtel and Kendra Gardner, were not

thirteen years of service. Grazie, Mary, e arrivederci!

as dynamic as ever also during

lecture for the KU chapter of the GKA National Italian

deterred by the pandemic-related restrictions and

the calamitous 2020. In the

Honor Society. His talk on the cinema of Pier Paolo

organized multiple events including an Italian film

Spring semester, we took

Pasolini was entitled “Mamma Roma, addio!” Six

forum via Zoom and a series of encounters with KU

part in the world’s celebration

students qualified in 2020 to be inducted into the

alumni currently living abroad. It was a marvelous

of one of the Italian greats,

honor society. Kudos to them!

and joyous opportunity to meet again with Jorge,

art-film director Federico Fellini (1920-1993), the

now in North of Italy, Kristen, currently living in

recipient of five Academy Awards. Prof. Frank Burke

Barcelona, and Brian, who has practically become a

(Queen’s University, Canada) was our authoritative

citizen of Rome, un romano.

keynote speaker and introduced Fellini’s Roma.
Mary Hammond’s retirement

Dr. Cirulli’s Lecture

The Fall semester started with a very special guest,
the internationally renowned Italian writer Dacia
Fellini Fest

Maraini, who graciously took part in an inspiring
conversation with our students moderated by

Our Professor Edward Bowen taught a course
specifically devoted to the cinema of Federico Fellini

Edward Bowen.

Life with Language Flyer

and the KU Italian Club also organized a successful
series of screenings devoted to Fellini’s muse and
wife, Giulietta Masina.
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Faculty News

Unfortunately, travel restrictions related to the

Tom Booker is currently

coronavirus pandemic forced the KU Office of Study

finishing the first year of a

Abroad to cancel our program in Florence for the

planned three-year phased

Summer 2020. Our students who were in Italy for

retirement, where he teaches

the Spring semester were asked to come back. They

each spring semester, but

returned home with an even stronger desire to go

not during the fall, although

back and explore more language and culture. To be

he continues to share other

continued!

departmental responsibilities
throughout the academic year. He looks forward to
being able—post-pandemic—to enjoy more fully the
increased sense of freedom. As always, he enjoys
hearing from former students.

Patrizio Ceccagnoli received

first time in Fall 2021 as well as an English-language

tenure and the Jessie Marie

adaptation of a longtime staple of our departmental

Senor Cramer & Ann Cramer

offerings, a course the social and political challenges

Root Award. He was the

facing contemporary France.

recipient of the Hall Center

Edward Bowen was promoted
to Assistant Teaching Professor
of Italian in Fall 2020. In Spring
2020, he taught a course on
the cinema of Federico Fellini
and Ettore Scola, and he
participated in a round table
discussion on Fellini’s 1972 film
Roma at the Kansas Union. The event was part of
a weeklong celebration of the centenary of Fellini’s
birth (January 20, 1920), and Fellini scholar Frank
Burke gave a guest lecture to Dr. Bowen’s class. For
the Fall 2020 semester, Bowen developed and taught
a new online course titled Cinematic Rome (ITAL/

This year, as we all become
more hermit-like, Christine
Bourgeois has begun
to practice what might
be considered method
scholarship, continuing
her archival research on
medieval eremitical narratives
remotely. While also wrapping up articles on two
different grandes dames of the French-language
literary tradition, Christine de Pizan and Anne
“Even though my time in Italy was cut short, it was
still an incredible experience. Studying in Florence
helped me learn firsthand about the beautiful Italian
culture and language. I cannot wait to go back and
see more of the country.”
-Anna Speno (Italian Major)
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FMS 330). He had several publications appear this
year, including the edited volume The Cinema of
Ettore Scola (Wayne State UP). He also published a
book chapter titled “Tales of Courage: Trade Stories
of Italian Independent Cinema” in Experimental and
Independent Italian Cinema (Edinburgh UP) and an
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Postcard
from Italy

Land of the Headless Men) to be offered for the

Faculty Research Travel Grant
and of an International Affairs
Travel Fund. Ceccagnoli was
invited to speak about Italian avant-garde literature
in Canada (University of Toronto) and in Belgium
(Leiden University). In January, he delivered a
paper on the Italian Jewish poet Umberto Saba at
the annual conference of the Modern Language
Association in Seattle. In February, he co-organized
and took part in the Federico Fellini Centenary Film
Festival presenting on the movie The Temptation
of Dr. Antonio. Ceccagnoli taught two new courses:
a class devoted to Postwar Italian Novels (Calvino,
Levi, and Morante) and a First Year Seminar entitled
“That’s Amore”: Fragments of A Discourse on Love,
inspired by R. Barthes’ A Lover’s Discourse. On the
day of Thanksgiving, he published the first Italian
translation of Anne Carson’s study Economy of the
Unlost (Economia dell’Imperduto), with which he
introduced a new word into the Italian language.

article on 18th century print culture in Venice titled
“The Editorial Principles of Anton Federigo Seghezzi
and His Giuntina Project” (Textual Cultures 13:2, pp.
131-69). Bowen is currently preparing a new online
course on Mafia movies (ITAL/FMS 331).

Hébert, she has kept herself busy expanding the
department’s online course offerings. With FREN
380 (The Middle Ages and the Modern Imagination)
currently wrapping up its second iteration, Christine
is preparing a cross-listed course with history on
medieval encounters with cultural otherness (In the
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This fall, Diane Fourny

Caroline Jewers joined

Over the past year,

2020 early by participating

presented “Defining the Limits

her colleagues this year in

Mary Byrd Kelly taught

in the KU CTE January

of Civilization: Degenerate

prioritizing our department

300-level grammar and

Jumpstart program. The

Americans (and Others)

response to the Coronavirus,

phonetics as well as a course

program helped him craft a

in Cornelius de Pauw’s

and the challenges of keeping

in English on France and the

completely new experience for

Recherches sur les Américans

our courses vibrant and

French. The challenges of

his students in the Advanced

(1767)” at the Hall Center

putting our students first. After

teaching remotely were not

Italian Composition and

Medieval and Early Modern

a good start to the spring

insignificant, and Mary was

Conversation course, that Massimiliano taught on

Seminar. After 32 years at KU, she will be retiring

semester, we went online and finished the term

impressed by her students’ good will and spirit of

Spring 2020. Among the new opportunities offered

at the end of this term. Due to her concerns with

strong in May – below you can see her 375 French

collaboration in helping her help them to succeed

to his students, Massimiliano included the possibility

continuing her professional activities under pandemic

Conversation group visiting the Spencer Art Museum

despite limitations imposed by the pandemic. Aside

for them to have their best works in Italian published

restrictions, she decided to retire a bit earlier than

before the lockdown in Lawrence. With travel

from teaching, Mary still does some translating. Her

on the departmental website. You can check the

anticipated; however, she expects to remain active

restrictions in place, Professor Jewers remained

most recent translation is an article that appeared

results of Massimiliano’s first cohort of advanced

in her field of studies and to assist in program needs

in Lawrence this summer to continue work on her

in the South Central Review last summer, The Indian

students at KU here: https://frenchitalian.ku.edu/

of the Department. While extremely moved at the

research projects – chiefly her edition of the Hystoire

Summer of Life, by philosopher Pascal Bruckner.

undergraduate-project-highlights. Other highlights of

reality of hanging up her hat, she is so happy to have

de Giglan, that she hopes will be out in the coming

Massimiliano’s work in the “pre-pandemic” portion of

ended her teaching career on a high note, teaching

year. She continued her work with the editorial board

2020 are the invited lecture “Mamma Roma Addio:

two of her favorite courses: Western Civilization I

of the Mediterranean Studies journal, and rejoined

Rome and Its Transformation in Pasolini’s Work,

and a graduate seminar on early modern French

the editorial board of Tenso for a further term. In the

1950-1975,” offered at KU on the occasion of the

orientalism. What a privilege to work with freshmen

fall, she taught online and enjoyed two lively classes

“Third Annual Lecture for the Gamma Kappa Alpha

at one end of the spectrum and MA/PhD candidates

in which she and the students tried to make the very

National Italian Honor Society,” and the attendance

at the other!

best of the challenges and opportunities involved

at the Midwest Association of Language Learning

Bruce Hayes had a very

Technology (MWALLT) conference. Attendance to

good year professionally.

such events has been a large part of Massimiliano’s
2020 after the Covid-19 pandemic reached the US, as
his focus shifted to redesigning the Italian language
program at all levels to offer students the flexibility
of in person, hybrid, and fully remote learning
experiences. Through attendance at the KSWLA
Virtual conference, the KU Teaching Summit, and
several webinars and online workshops, Massimiliano
worked on acquiring new competences and tools
to adjust our Italian language offering, allowing our
students to keep cultivating their passion for the
Italian language and culture in the classroom as well
as from the safety of their homes.

with connecting via technology.
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Massimiliano Cirulli started his

Van Kelly taught French 720
Introduction to Graduate
Studies for the first time this
semester, taking over the
reins from Right Honourable
Professor Bruce Hayes (others
will have to argue whether or
not he should carry the “The”

Three milestones stand out:

before Rt. Hon.). As a result, Kelly has thoroughly

The publication of his book,

relearned the bibliographical rules for scholarly

Hostile Humor in Renaissance

papers contained in the MLA Handbook, 8th edition,

France (University of Delaware

which felicitously seems to have reverted more or

Press, 2020), his promotion

less (namely, less ibid. and op cit.) to the format of

to full professor, and being

the original 1951 MLA Style Sheet. He also wrote

awarded the Grant Goodman Undergraduate Mentor

two articles, the first on speculative political fiction

Award. This semester he had the chance to teach

in Senegalese writer Cheikh Hamidou Kane’s classic

his first-ever freshman honors seminar, “Humor from

novels L’Aventure ambiguë and Les Gardiens du

the Margins of French Literature,” which was a lot

Temple (work which he also presented in briefer

of fun. Next semester he is going to teach French

form as a talk in 2019 at the international conference,

for Journalism and Business for the first time, an

“Cheikh Hamidou Kane: Questions d’avenir” at the

experience that is sure to take him way outside his
comfort zone.
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Paul Scott has been working

Kim Swanson continues to

Gillian Weatherley continues

second on speculative medical and cultural fiction in

on his book-length study

serve as the director of the

to enjoy working with

Senegalese writer Ken Bugul’s novel Rue Félix-Faure,

entitled Cognitive Cadavers:

elementary and intermediate-

Kim Swanson, primarily

which revolves around the murder of a leper in the

The Evolution of the TV

level French program, which

supporting the instructors at

aforesaid street in downtown Dakar. The article on

Zombie, which is a cross-

includes TA training and

the intermediate level, and

Ken Bugul has already appeared in a special issue on

cultural look at the new wave

supervision. In this very

implementing new curricula

Africa in South Central Review. Both articles are part

of sentient zombie figures

unusual year, she and Gillian

and materials. She really enjoys

of a book project on cityscapes and mindscapes in

in television shows across

Weatherley spent a lot of time

teaching the French 302

modern Senegalese literature, film, and culture.

At the turn of 2019-2020, Allan
H. Pasco, Hall Distinguished
Professor, published a book
with Routledge Press on the
French short story. He followed
that publication with a related
study on Balzac’s typology
and a broad consideration
of the short story genre in a graduate student
seminar. Pasco’s next project concerns the many
French writers who had difficulty with institutional
censorship. Napoléon’s antipathy toward Madame
de Staël, for example, actually led the emperor to
attempt to destroy an important manuscript. And
censors of Corneille’s Le Cid (1637) dutifully obeyed
Louis XIII’s chief minister, Cardinal Richelieu, to
make the playwright miserable for the rest of his life.
Pretexting the safeguard of public morality, Richelieu
used Corneille’s masterpiece to institute a system of
censorship that would legitimize the authority of the
Académie Française and strengthen the monarchy.
Professor Pasco expects this initial research to result
in a book on France’s governmental censorship from
the Académie Française until the early twentieth
century.
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the world (France, the USA, the UK, and Australia),

adapting our 100- and 200-level courses (as well as

grammar and communication course which helps

of which the French show Les Revenants was the

their own!) to be taught synchronously yet remotely.

students progress in mastery and confidence. The

trailblazer. He spoke about the project with NPR,

While the experience of teaching remotely has

first three chapters of Le Pont are published online,

a KU College podcast, and to SyFy just before

reinforced the importance of in-person instruction

with chapter 4 in the final editing stages. This is

Halloween, a zombie-appropriate date. He signed a

for language, on the bright side, it has resulted in

open access book, designed to bridge the transition

book contract in the spring and during that semester

learning some new tricks and trying out different

between intermediate and major/minor courses.

worked with the Department of English and the Gunn

types of assignments. Professor Swanson continues

Center for the Study of Science Fiction with a Keeler

her research on the phonological acquisition of

Intra-University Professorship. He is on sabbatical in

French and English and has four articles at various

fall 2020 and spring 2021 working on the book and

stages of review/revision, which explore both the

he published four articles in 2020. He is currently

practical and theoretical sides of acquiring certain

working on an article on Racine for a collected

pronunciation properties of French and English.

volume on Bérénice and on an article on the French

She is also in the process of writing up her study on

TV show Osmosis for a special issue of French Screen

the effects (or lack of effects) of using dictation in

Studies. He also co-editing, with Nicholas Hammond

elementary and intermediate-level French.
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Université Cheikh Anta Diop of Dakar), and the

(Cambridge), a special issue of Œuvres et Critiques
devoted to the contemporary French author Philippe
Besson. This will be the first major collection
focusing on the popular writer. In April 2020, Paul
was elected as a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts
in recognition of his work as General Editor of The
Year’s Work in Modern Language Studies. The RSA
was founded in 1754 and previous fellows include
Benjamin Franklin, Charles Dickens, Marie Curie, and
Nelson Mandela. The current patron of the Royal
Society of Arts is Queen Elizabeth II, which gladdens
his royalist heart.
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